
State of the Surf: Surf Systems

Intro & Bias
This article is a collaboration between myself and my 19 year old son RJ. We host and 

participate in many wakesurf events across the country and have experience riding and setting 

up events with many different wakesurf boats. You can peruse the site and see many of our 

videos from these events or us just having fun. We clock 500 - 600 hours on our boat every 

season in addition to the time we spend riding with friends on their own rides. Our whole 

family is addicted to wakesurfing and from April through October we are either on the lake, on 

the way to the lake, or thinking about the lake. We are partially sponsored by Tige Boats, and I 

am sure that colors our opinions. I should state, however, that even though we are sponsored 

by Tige Boats, we have been afforded the ability to help design and shape the surf wave on 

the current generation Z1 and Z3. It has been our favorite wave because we have helped make 

it the wave we want to ride.

Side to Side Switching

Is it a Must Have?
Yes. And No. ;-) How is that for vague? Let me explain what I mean by imagining this scenario:

You are hosting some friends and your family and there are 6–8 other people in your boat and 

you are surfing for the day. You all love to wakesurf and you probably have 10 boards tucked 

all over the place. One person rides ’til they get jelly legged and then the next person is up. 

You turn off the boat and turn around and say, “who’s up?” Your wife says “I’m ready.” She 

doesn’t surf much, but she writes the checks, and you want her to love surfing as much as you 

do. She rides goofy and the last rider was regular. What is your answer? Do you say, “Well, in 

about 90 minutes we start goofy, and you will be first!” Hopefully she will still be pumped in 90 

minutes, or the sun will still be out, or the water will still be calm, etc. Or do you say, “Suit up, 

let me hit this switch and we are ready to go!”

I have seen that scenario SO many times, on our boat and on others. Being able to let any 

rider go, whichever side they want at any time is AWESOME and you should want that. If you 



don’t think you need it now, you will will when your wife or your kids go out on your buddies 

boat and say something like “I think our wake is great, Dad, but I love that anyone can just surf 

anytime on Fred’s boat.” If you are like me, you want your family to love surfing behind your 

ride and not long for another.

I Can’t WAIT to do Side to Side Transfers!
Well, its not all its cracked up to be. I haven’t done transfers myself, but all my kids have. Most 

of my friends have and I have a lot of time filming from inside and along side the boat during 

transfers. I see riders do it, have fun, but then just go back to surfing. You ever been to LEGO 

Land? Fry a turkey on Thanksgiving? Go to IKEA? Its kinda fun once or twice, but not 

something you want to do again and again. Every rider I know feels the same way. Its fun, but 

they don’t need a boat that allows transfers. You probably don’t either.

To List or NOT to List
If you are new to this, listing is leaning the boat over to make a wave. Previously this was 

necessary to make a surf wave. Leaning the boat over (listing) would alter the way the water 

flows out of the back of the boat allowing one side of the wake to form a surf wave, and 

Shazam, surf’s up! Weighting one side down also displaces more water on the surf side. Many 

of the surf systems available allow you to alter that water flow to make a surf wave on demand 

without having to weight the boat more on one side. Awesome. The key to really taking 

advantage of these systems and being able to switch from side to side and surf either side at 

will (or do transfers) is to weight the boat down evenly so that it is level at rest. Then you flip 

the switch and surf on one side, flip it the other way and you are surfing the other side in a 

matter of seconds. It really is that easy, and it works. Some systems seem to work better than 

others, but they all pretty much work as advertised. The Surf Gate systems seem to never list at 

rest or while surfing, while the others do list just a tad while wakesurfing, usually no more than 

a couple of degrees.

So is there a catch to this or a downside? Yes. There are two downsides that I have seen with 

using one of these systems and weighting the boat evenly.



Weight and Fuel Consumption
When you weight evenly my experience has been that you are going to need around 50%+ 

more weight to get a similar sized wave compared to listing. So if you normally ballast your 

boat with 3000 lbs and make a good wake listed, a comparable wake with a side to side 

system and weighted evenly would take about 4500 lbs or more.* That extra weight can have 

a significant impact on fuel consumption and your comfort. To achieve the amount of weight 

many folks use sacks like a waterbed on the floor of the boat to weight the whole boat down. 

It’s not comfortable. When you add to that that these boats are dragging steel through the 

water at perpendicular or steep angles to make the wave, it can be a huge hit to your wallet.** 

From what I have seen you will spend at least 8–10 GPH if you surf this way. I have been on 

boats and heard from owners that have given me figures over 12 GPH when wakesurfing. Use 

the calculator below to see how that impacts your budget and use that to help you make an 

informed decision. Make sure you get accurate GPH figures from actual owners that use their 

boat like you intend.

The Shape of the Wake
When you start surfing almost any wake looks good to you. You are like a fat guy in a pastry 

shop. Who needs to be picky? The problem is that wake surfing is extremely addicting and 

you will desire it more and more. You will dream about it, buy at least 6 different boards in the 

first year and start searching for how to do various tricks, try friends boats, etc. You will find 

that the shape of the wake will make a big difference to you. When you play with your setup 

and you get that perfect wake, that shape you want, that smooth transition, that powerful push 

behind you, every wave you ride after that will pale in comparison. You will want to ride that 

perfect, dialed wave over and over again. Everyone I know to date that owns or uses a boat 

with a “weight level, side to side” system on it eventually lists their boat to some degree. They 

do this because so far all of the boats I have seen make the best wake with some list. The G21 

and G23 make fine wakes when level, but the lip is a bit dirty and the wake can be washed out 

at times. List it over a bit and it cleans right up, great wave. The Axis T22 makes a big, beautiful 

wake when level but it has little to no lip at all and riders seem to slip off of it when they surf 

the top or try to get air. It takes a while to get used to and most riders want that lippier shape 



as they progress. Lean the sucker over and the shape is much better. I have seen the same or 

similar things with the other boats. So far, the best waves seem to come from a boat that has 

been weighted to some degree over to one side. This pretty much negates the “side to side in 

seconds” ability. These boats can usually still make a great wave on both sides, but when 

setup like this they take several minutes to switch from side to side and usually require some 

degree of dialing in, or wake checking after a new switch.

List it HARD!
I do think a listed boat makes the best wake, but exactly how much list? It depends on the 

boat. Some need more than others. It is my opinion that a boat that only needs 5–12 degrees 

of list to make its BEST wake is preferred and a boat that takes more than 12, and especially 

more than 15 degrees is NOT preferred. Our old boat was a Tige 24Ve. I loved that boat. It is 

still on our lake and makes a GREAT wave, outstanding wave. That boat will surf all day on 4 

GPH and give you back change. It also requires about 16–18 degrees of list for its best wave. It 

never really bothered me until we moved into our Z3 that takes about 10 degrees of list. Its not 

an issue of safety so much, although that may concern you. It is an issue of comfort. All you 

have to do is ride in a boat for 4 hours at 15+ degrees of list and then on another boat with 

little to no list. You will see what I mean as you ask your wife to massage the kinks out of your 

kneck. If the only way you could make a great wave was with 20 degrees of list, I would do it. 

Its not needed, however, and many boats make outstanding waves with only a bit of list.

How fast do I need to Switch?
So this is the key to me when it comes to these systems. Remember the scenario I mentioned 

above about my wife feeling the stoke and wanting to surf? How fast would I need to switch to 

make that work? Do I have to have a “side to side in seconds” system? RJ and I have been 

working on this question for a couple of years. We have found that the time it takes to move 

the weight is MUCH less of an issue than how fast the new side is dialed in. Let me explain.

In 2011 we modified our 24Ve to switch from side to side in just over 2 mins. That was 

awesome and a fun project. You flick a switch and about 1500 lbs of water moves from one 



side to the other in 2 mins. No moving lead, no waiting. This was fast enough that if someone 

else is going to surf, by the time they say “hit it” we are switched. The problem is we found that 

if my wife asked to surf when were setup regular, we would still tell her to wait. The reason is 

that we could move the water fast but the wake still wasn’t dialed. We are a bit nuts, but I 

swear you will be too if you are not already. So when we switch sides we have to test it, look at 

it, throw a rider on it and make sure its good. It takes time and you don’t want to do this more 

than necessary. We tried towing our event, the West Coast Open, in 2012 with a system like 

this on our Z3. It didn’t work. The “wake checks” just slowed everything down and aggravated 

everyone. Two boats would have been much better and that is what we did in 2013. Each boat 

was setup for each side.

In 2014 we towed the West Coast Open, WWS ShredFest, and the Texas Surf Showdown with 

one boat and it worked perfectly. What was the difference? We did the water transfer 

essentially the same way, but this time we invented some sophisticated sensors and software 

that allowed us to save our setups that were perfectly dialed and then get from one dialed 

setup to another dialed setup on the other side in about 2.5 minutes without a wake check. All 

from an interface we made on our iPhone. It worked great, the riders loved the wake and it 

was consistent even though we switched many times in one day. We also used this same 

system for hundreds of hours with our friends and family. We surf a LOT and put it through its 

paces. We put between 500 and 600 hours on our boat in a season and that system was 

thoroughly tested. It worked. IMHO, it was the best of all worlds. The best wake with a bit of 

list, quick side to side without wake checks and incredible fuel economy. We clocked 11 hours 

on our boat during the Saturday of the West Coast Open with around 70 runs and we used 46 

gallons of gas. That is only 4.2 GPH and we have the receipts to prove it. ;-) We had about 

3500 lbs of water in that boat and it was full of judges. This system isn’t available yet, but 

hopefully you will be seeing something like it soon.

The Surf Systems
I don’t want to get into the nitty gritty of each of the surf systems other than a few notes. 

Basically, there are 3 types of surf systems IMHO, but I am sure others may categorize them 

differently. The Gate, the Tab, and the Hull Extension. Two of them have the ability to switch 



from “side to side in seconds”, one does not.

Malibu/Axis Surf Gate
There is the Surf Gate from Malibu which was the first. You gotta hand it to Malibu for starting 

this wave of innovation and credit should be given where credit is due. The Surf Gate deploys 

from the swim step outward and diverts/delays the flow of water on one side to allow a wave 

to form on the other side. Malibu has patented this system and so is the only manufacturer 

using this type of system. It was plagued with some first year issues, but from the second year 

on it seems to work very well and work as advertised.

TAB Systems
I guess it would be easy to copy the surf gate, but since it is patented and can’t be copied 

most other manufacturers have gone with a system based on something similar to trim tabs on 

both sides of the boat. These used to be called “surf tabs” but each manufacturer has a unique 

name for their version. They are a bit different than trim tabs. In order to have the desired 

effect they are deployed at a very steep angle. They also seem to work as advertised and since 

they are just modified trim tabs, should work just as reliably as long as they are built to handle 

the forces that hours of wakesurfing will create for them, especially at the steep angle they 

deploy at.

Nautique NSS
The NSS system doesn’t quite fit into the 2 categories above because it is a little of both. Its not 

a tab, but it come out the bottom corner of the boat like the tabs and the sides like the gate. It 

also does a good job but it has one weakness that I have seen that I don’t think the others do. 

When you add a certain amount of weight they become less effective and may not work as 

they should. The part of the NSS that comes out of the side must not be too much underwater, 

or they don’t work right. This is also one of the reasons that many people with these systems 

still weight their boats to one side. When you hit a certain weight, you gotta list it.



Hull Extension - Tige AVX
Tige went a completely different direction and went for an adjustable hull extension. I should 

state that RJ & I helped with a lot of the R&D and testing with this and we felt this gave you the 

best wave with the most adjustability. The one drawback with this system is that it doesn’t 

switch from side to side in seconds like the others. This system’s best features are that it makes 

an incredible wake that is very adjustable and it does it with the best fuel economy. You 

should see around 4–6 GPH wakesurfing even with 3500+ lbs of ballast on board as long as 

you stay in the ~400HP range on the motor. The supercharged motor is going to use more 

gas. ;-) The AVX capitalizes on Tige’s unique rockered (convex) hull which helps it displace 

more water with less weight and even allows you to maintain a large, powerful wave at higher 

speeds due to the Coanda effect that the rockered hull creates. This system does not have the 

“side to side in seconds” ability that the other boats do when weighted level.

Conclusion & Fuel Cost Calculator
So what RJ and I plan for 2015? We should be building a second prototype of our system in a 

new Z3 with AVX. I think that gives us the best of everything and the only thing we lose is 

transfers. Fine by us. ;-)

Be sure to watch our most recent Polar Bear video and check out the reviews for many details 

on some of these specific systems and boats. http://wake9.com/polar-bear

In the end I hope this has given you some good information to help you make an informed 

decision on your next boat purchase. Wade through all of the marketing hype and ride some 

demos. Speak to people that own them and use them how you intend to use them. Remember 

that the “side to side in seconds” aspect of the systems is not all its cracked up to be and you 

may not even take advantage of that feature.

Use the fuel calculator here to see how it effects your budget and don’t underestimate how 

big fuel economy can be on your fun. We spend so many hours doing this fuel economy is a 

HUGE issue for us, but may not be so for you. Don’t take your dealer’s word on the GPH of 



your boat, find out from people that use them and remember that most boats owners round 

down, so you may want to ask for receipts.

Remember that your goal is for you to enjoy wakesurfing with your family and friends. 

Wakesurfing is my favorite activity with my family and if you get out there and do it, you will 

get hooked. Wakesurfing is always funnest when everyone is comfortable, you can afford it, 

and the wave is as good as it can be. Get the wakesurf boat that is going to meet those 

requirements for you. To quote Ferris Bueller, “If you have the means, I highly recommend 

picking one up.”

Please visit http://wake9.com for this and other great information on wakesurfing.

* The Surfgate seems to drag the least of the side to side systems from what I have seen. It is 

out the side instead of straight down. However, every Malibu or Axis boat I have been on with 

surf gate also deploys the wedge to make its best wake which is like dragging an anchor 

through the water. That is fine, but it makes a significant impact on fuel economy.

** The extra weight is needed because when you list you focus the weight on the side of the 

boat that is displacing water. When that side of the boat can go deeper, it displaces more and 

can make a bigger wake. When you weight level you have to add much more weight to get 

that surf side down to displace the water.


